
What is that weird image at the bottom of my  page
Posted by terdavis - 2011/08/11 04:53
_____________________________________

Hello,

I just downloaded the ARI Sexy Lightbox and wanted it to show an article within a lightbox.

I am using the following code : ( which i grabbed from another person from the forum )

{arisexylightbox activeType="article" width="750" height="600" id="73" title=""}{/arisexylightbox}

So i needed an image that on click would show the associated article in a lightbox.  Is the above code correct ? It seems
to work - but where would i found out more about the lightbox ?

What i noticed - is that at the bottom of the page where i have inserted this code - there is a little icon(??)
that seems to be some sort of 'holder' for the article ?  Its very visible - how do i hide it ?

Here is the link to the page and scroll to the bottom to see the weird image.  The last blue box will bring up the article.

http://terdavis.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=75&Itemid=75

It would be nice to know how to hide this icon ?

Thanks 

Ter

============================================================================

Re:What is that weird image at the bottom of my  page
Posted by admin - 2011/08/11 06:11
_____________________________________

Hello,

About "weird" image, disable or uninstall "Content - ARI Sexy Lightbox Lite" plugin. "System - ARI Sexy Lightbox" plugin
from "ARI Sexy Lightbox" package provides all functionality of "Content - ARI Sexy Lightbox Lite" plugin.

About lightbox documentation, open module or plugin settings page and click by "Detailed help here" link in "Description"
section. After this lightbox with documentation appears.

Regards,
ARI Soft
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